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Abstract

stereo. A common way to tackle this problem is using
robust features and finding their corresponding ones by
searching the most similar descriptors on the other image.
However, usually only a small fraction of the originally extracted features remains to be matched [14]. The other occasion is matching features of adjacent images in a video sequence. Since inter-frame motions are usually very small,
the features can be efficiently matched by local searching
or optical flow, e.g. SURFTrac [24] and Lucas-kanadeTracker [22].
There are many potential applications for matching of
image features, i.e. 3D reconstruction. However, the reconstruction from either static images or a video sequence
becomes difficult or even impossible when with nonrigid
scene. Using static images, apart from insufficient matched
features, the photos should be taken strictly in the same
time. While for the case of a single video sequence, the
unknown 3D motion models largely increase the difficulty.
The above limitations have led to more and more interests on studies of multiple videos. Similarly, a fundamental problem is registration. It is a more challenging work
than that of images for both spatial and temporal relationships should be recovered. During the last few years, there
have been quantities of methods on feature-based video registration. They can be roughly grouped into two categories:
temporal first and spatial first.
Temporal first methods usually obtain the temporal shift
by minimizing an “energy” function based on the relationships of trajectories in different videos. Since there are no
exact spatial correspondences, we need strong assumptions
to define the “energy” in most cases. For example, [27]
used rank constraints of the trajectory matrix as the “energy”, which needs a large amount of frames and can be
only applied for the case of jointly moving cameras.
Due to the limitations of temporal first methods, the spatial first methods become the most popular trend for video
registration [26, 17, 16, 19]. Given spatial correspondences
between trajectories, the temporal relationship can be stably
fitted by RANSAC [19] or Hough transform [16, 26]. Our

This paper studies the problem of spatio-temporal
matching between trajectories from two videos of the same
scene. In real applications, trajectories are usually extracted independently in different videos. So possibly a lot
of trajectories stay “alone” (have no corresponding trajectory in the other video). In this paper, we propose a novel
matching algorithm which can not only find the existing correspondences between trajectories, but also recover the corresponding trajectories of “alone” ones. First, we cast trajectory matching problem as an element recovering problem from a matrix constructed by matched trajectories of
the two videos, which is naturally incomplete. Then, under
affine camera assumption, we recover the matrix by sparse
representation and `1 regularization techniques. Finally,
the results are refined to the case of perspective projection
by a local depths estimation procedure. Our algorithm can
handle noisy, incomplete or outlying data. Experiments on
both synthetic data and real videos show that the proposed
method has good performance.

1. Introduction
An essential problem of computer vision is image registration, and its goal is to determine the spatial correspondences between two images of the same scene. There has
been a large amount of studies on this topic (see [23] for a
summary), and feature based methods are one of the most
popular kinds being used. They come out by first extracting features, e.g. Harris Corners [7], SIFT [12], SURF [2],
FAST [20, 21], etc., from the images, and then matching the
features across different images.
According to the organization form of resource images,
there are mainly two matching strategies. One occasion
is matching features of static images taken from different
viewpoints. The images may have much different zoom factors or viewpoints, which is also referred as wide-baseline
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2. Subspace Constraints of a Local-rigid Scene
using Affine Cameras

algorithm also follows this mode. However, most of these
methods obtained the spatial correspondences of trajectories by manually selecting or empirically assigning, which
makes them far away from real applications. To the best of
our knowledge, the work in [29] is the only attempt to find
the exact spatial correspondences between trajectories without much empirical information. Given a few matched trajectories, it found a new match by searching the pair leading
to minimal rank rise when added to the initial trajectory matrix. The limitations of this algorithm involve: it needs the
trajectories in different videos are projected from the same
set of 3D points and the trajectories should be all complete.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to trajectory matching problem. We use local rigidity assumption
to describe general nonrigid scene, which means for each
3D point, there exist sufficient other 3D points lying on the
same rigid structure with it. This is a very popular and also
a weak assumption for nonrigid scenes [4, 29]. Under local
rigidity assumption, the trajectories satisfy certain subspace
constraints, which can be used for trajectory matching. The
main contributions of this paper include:
1. Our work is the first to cast trajectory matching problem as an element recovering problem from a subspaceconstrained matrix. In this way, we can not only find the
already existed matches, but also recover the corresponding
trajectories of “alone” ones, which enables the applications
that need a large quantity of matched trajectories.
2. We propose a local depths estimation algorithm, so
that the matching results under the affine projection assumption, can be refined to perspective cases. Traditionally, depths estimation is usually carried out in the global
domain, i.e. first segmenting the trajectories into several
rigid groups and then estimating depths on each one [10].
However, motion segmentation usually needs the number
of rigid objects is small and should be known as a priori.
Another shortcoming is revealed by that when there are segmenting errors for a rigid group, all trajectories on the group
are affected. Instead of using the global segments for depths
estimation, our algorithm finds the local rigid structure for
each trajectory, which is obtained by directly selecting the
trajectories contributing nonzero reconstruction coefficients
in sparse representation of the very trajectory. Since the
rigid parts are calculated locally and independently for trajectories, the proposed algorithm is expected to be immune
to the two problems which trouble global methods.
The paper is organized as follows: we present the subspace constraints of a local-rigid scene in Section 2; Section
3 proposes a novel matching algorithm based on subspace
constraints and sparse representation under affine camera
model; after that, we refine the results to the perspective
case in Section 4; then, Section 5 shows the experimental
results on both synthetic and real data; and finally we conclude with a brief summary in Section 6 .

Let {xf i = (uf i , vf i , 1)T ∈ R3 }i=1,...,P
f =1,...,F be the 2D projections in F frames of P 3D points {Xi ∈ R4 }P
i=1 from
a rigid structure. Under the affine camera model, the trajectories and their 3D points satisfy the following equations
[9],
xf i = Af Xi , and
(1)
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intrinsic parameters Kf and the object pose relative to the
camera (Rf , tf ).
Eq.(2) indicates that,
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rank(W ) ≤ min(rank(M ), rank(S)) ≤ 4.

(3)

Eq.(3) assumes that trajectories from a rigid structure lie on
a linear subspace of R3F with dimension no more than 4.
For an arbitrary trajectory of a local-rigid scene, there exist sufficient trajectories which are on the same rigid structure with it, so they together span a single linear subspace
with dimension no more than 4.

3. The Proposed Algorithm under Affine Projection Model
Let W1 ∈ R3F1 ×P1 and W2 ∈ R3F2 ×P2 be two trajectory matrices from two video sequences, respectively. If
the scene only includes a single rigid motion, then according to Eq.(2), we have W1 = M1 S1 and W2 = M2 S2 . If
P1 = P2 = P , and S1 , S2 share the same set of 3D points,
such that there exists a permutation matrix Γ∗ ∈ RP ×P satisfying S1 = S2 Γ∗ , we have,
#
·
¸ ·
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Given an arbitrary permutation matrix Γ, we obtain the
following inequality,
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Eq.(5) indicates that the correct permutation yields a compound matrix W with the lowest rank. Thus the spatial
matching problem can be cast as the following optimization
problem,
·
¸
W1
min rank(
).
(6)
W2 Γ
Γ

of a local rigid structure lie on a linear subspace with dimension no more than 4. Denote its dimension by D. We
know that any trajectory y ∈ R3(F1 +F2 ) can be represented
3(F +F )
in a basis of 3(F1 +F2 ) vectors {ψi ∈ R3(F1 +F2 ) }i=11 2 ,
such that,
3(F1 +F2 )
X
αi ψi = Ψa,
(8)
y=

When W1 and W2 share the same set of 3D points, Eq.(6)
can be used for determining the matches. However, in
practice, the trajectories of different videos are usually extracted independently, and therefore, a vast amount of trajectories stay “alone”, for which the above algorithm is useless. Here we exploit another way to address the matching
problem. Suppose we have obtained several initial matches
across different videos (we will discuss the details in Section 3.4). Denote the initial matched trajectories on two
videos by W1m ∈ R3F1 ×Pm and W2m ∈ R3F2 ×Pm . Denote
the remaining unmatched trajectories on the first video and
their unknown corresponding trajectories on the other video
by W11 ∈ R3F1 ×P1 and W21 ∈ R3F2 ×P1 . The remaining unmatched trajectories on the second video and their
unknown corresponding trajectories on the first video are
W22 ∈ R3F2 ×P2 and W12 ∈ R3F1 ×P2 . Thus the matching
and recovering task is equal to fill in the missing elements
of the matrix below,
·
¸
W11 W1m (W12 )
W =
,
(7)
(W21 ) W2m W22

i=1

where Ψ = [ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψ3(F1 +F2 ) ], and a =
[α1 , α2 , . . . , α3(F1 +F2 ) ]T . As 3(F1 + F2 ) is usually much
larger than D, a can be very sparse with a properly chosen
basis Ψ. In principle, given such proper basis, the sparse
representation problem can be solved by the `0 optimization problem:
min kak0 subject to y = Ψa,

(9)

where k·k0 denotes the `0 -norm, i.e. the number of nonzero
entries in a vector. However, such an optimization problem
is NP-hard and is even difficult to approximately solved [1].
Fortunately, [5] claims that if the solution is sparse enough,
the solution of Eq.(9) is equal to the solution of the following `1 optimization problem:
min kak1 subject to y = Ψa.

(10)

In trajectory matching problem, the bases can be chosen
as the full-entry compound trajectories. To be specific, if
we assume that for each trajectory, there are sufficient fullentry compound trajectories lying on the same rigid structure with it, and the trajectories locate in general positions
that they together span the whole local rigid subspace, then
the trajectory can be represented as a linear combination
of at most 4 full-entry ones. So using the compound traT
T T
jectories Wm = [W1m
W2m
] as the bases, any trajectory
T
T T
yi ∈ [W11 W21 ] can have a sparse representation with at
most 4 nonzero coefficients. We can then determine the
sparse reconstruction coefficients a∗1i ∈ Rm×1 by the `1
optimization,

where (·) indicates that the entries are missing. If two comT
T T
T
T T
pound trajectories from [W11
W21
] and [W12
W22
] are
close enough, we judge they are the same and the recovered
entries are replaced by the corresponding existing entries;
otherwise, we use the recovered entries as their corresponding trajectories.
In the following subsections, we first show how the missing entries can be recovered by using subspace constraints
and sparse representation. Then we deal with noisy, incomplete or outlying data. Third, a temporal matching algorithm is presented. Finally, we discuss details of obtaining
the trajectories as well as the initial matches.

min ka1i k1 subject to y1i = W1m a1i ,

3.1. Spatial Matching and Recovery via Sparse Representation

(11)

and the invisible trajectory y2i is recovered by W2m a∗1i .
Similarly, we can recover the corresponding ones of the
trajectories in the second video.

Sparse representation has proven to be a very powerful tool for representing and compressing high-dimensional
signals. In the last few years, this technique also has seen
significant impact in computer vision (see [28] for some
instances). Now we show how sparse representation technique is used for matching and recovering of trajectories
from two video sequences of the same scene.
We have shown in Section 2 that the trajectories from
a video sequence of a local-rigid scene satisfy certain subspace constraints, which also acts on the compound trajectory matrix of Eq.(7). Therefore, the compound trajectories

3.2. Dealing with Noises, Incompletion or Outliers
In reality, trajectories are usually noisy, incomplete, or
corrupted by outliers, which may come from occlusions,
perspective projection, low resolution, or limitations of feature tracker. In this section, we handle these “dirty” trajectories with Lasso and sparse representation techniques,
which were also exploited in the preprocessing step for motion segmentation [18, 6]. In the following descriptions, we
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3.4. Feature Tracking and Initial Matching

only take the trajectories from the first video as examples,
and the processing of the other video is similar.
When data is contaminated with noises, the constraint
condition of Eq.(11) may not hold any more. Denote the
noise bound by ε. The constraint condition should be
rewritten as a soft one, ky1i − W1m a1i k2 ≤ ε. We further convert this problem into a nonrestraint optimization
problem which can be efficiently solved by many Lasso algorithms, e.g. [25],
min ka1i k1 + γky1i − W1m a1i k2 .

For spatial-matching of trajectories, there are two tasks.
The first one is to match features between consecutive
frames of a video, which is also referred as feature tracking. The other is to match the features of frames across
videos with different viewpoints or scales. Generally speaking, optical flow methods, e.g. Lucas-Kanade tracker [13],
are preferential ones for feature tracking, for they exploit
the coherent information between adjacent frames. However, only corner-like features which indicate gray discontinuities, such as FAST corners [20, 21] or Harris corners [7],
are good ones for tracking [22]. While, for the second task,
robust features such as SIFT [12] and SURF [2] are usually
adopted since they are invariant to scale and rotation. Our
goal is to achieve both matching tasks with the same features. Unfortunately, the two kinds of features mentioned
above are unlikely to coincide with each other, for the one
is corner-like and the other is blob-like.
To tackle the above difficulty, there have been several
attempts to track robust features exploiting coherence information. For example, [11] proposed a SIFT Flow approach
which utilizes a dense SIFT descriptors. SURFTrac [24]
found the matches by searching the highest NormalizedCross-Correlation (NCC) in Hessian domain over the local
area. These algorithms gain merits in several properties,
however, they are still not good enough for many applications: SIFT Flow is much time consuming, while SURFTrac can only reach pixel-precision and often ends with high
error rate.
In this paper, we adopt a hybrid algorithm to achieve
the two tasks. Since initially we only need a small amount
of matched features across videos, we use Harris corners,
which are good to track, as extracted features. The LucasKanade tracker is adopted to track features of the same
video. And several SIFT descriptors on multiple scales are
computed for each corner to robustly match features across
different videos. There may be some wrongly tracked or
matched features. So we execute an outlier discarding procedure as a post-processing step which has been presented
in Section 3.2.

(12)

Now consider the case of incompletion. Denote the
indices of missing entries in the to-be-matched trajectory
y1i ∈ R3F1 by Ii ⊂ {1, ..., 3F1 }. Then we obtain a complete vector ỹ1i and the corresponding data matrix W̃1m by
eliminating the Ii rows of y1i and W1m , respectively. Then
we find a sparse representation coefficients, a∗1i , by optimizing the following problem,
min ka1i k1 + γkỹ1i − W̃1m a1i k2 .

(13)

The missing entries of y1i are recovered by W1m a∗1i .
And next we attempt to handle outliers. This can be easily achieved by examine the cost of Eq.(12) or Eq.(13). And
the trajectories with high costs are discarded.

3.3. Temporal Matching
Since quantities of matched trajectories have been obtained, many trajectory-based synchronizing algorithms
[26, 17, 16, 19, 3] can be used to find the temporal correspondences between two video sequences. Here, similar
with [3], we exploit two-view epipolar constraints to determine the synchronizing time:
min

F,∆t

P X
X
i=1

kx1i (t + ∆t)T Ft x2i (t)k2 ,

(14)

t

where P = P1 + P2 + Pm , and x1i (t) and x2i (t) are the homogeneous coordinates of the ith trajectory at frame t from
two videos, respectively. Ft is the fundamental matrix between frame t + ∆t of the first video and frame t of the
second video.
We further refine the time shift to subframe precision by
the following scheme: first we find the two adjacent time
shifts t1 and t2 (t2 = t1 + 1) by minimizing (14); then we
obtain subframe time shift ∆t = t1 + β by alternatively optimizing F and β from the following optimization problem:
min

F or β

PP
i=1

P
t

4. Local Perspective Refining
In the case of perspective cameras, the projection model
(1) for a rigid structure becomes
λf i xf i = Af Xi ,

(16)

where λf i is the projective depth of xf i ∈ R3 . Then the
subspace constraint of a rigid structure is rewritten as,


λ11 x11 . . . λ1P x1P


..
..
..
W (λ) = 
 = M S. (17)
.
.
.

k((1 − β) · x1i (t + t1 )

+β · x1i (t + t1 + 1))T Ft x2i (t)k2 .
(15)

λF 1 xF 1
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...

λF P xF P

[1/α1∗ · Φ̂∗1 . . . 1/αn∗ · Φ̂∗n ];
4. approximately represent yI by ŷI which is a linear combination of the orthonormal vectors, in least square
sense,
ŷI = ÛI (ÛIT ÛI )−1 ÛIT yI ;
(18)

To enable the modified subspace constraint of Eq.(17)
for trajectory matching, we need to first recover the projective depths. Most of existing algorithms need the scene to
be rigid [9]. However, for a local-rigid scene, the rigid motion patterns as well as the trajectories belonging to each
are both unknown. [10] proposed a framework to settle this
problem by alternating between single rigid depths estimation and motion segmentation. We refer it as global method
for it obtains the global segments of trajectories. The shortcomings of this method involve: 1) motion segmentation
algorithms usually need the number of rigid structures is
small and known as a priori; 2) when there exist wrongly
segmented trajectories for a rigid structure, the errors can
affect the recovering procedure for all trajectories in the
structure. Different with global method, we propose to calculate a local rigid structure for each trajectory and complete the trajectory by a local depths estimation procedure
on the structure. We refer our method as local one. Because
the local rigid structures are obtained locally and independently for trajectories, the above mentioned limitations are
eased.
The local rigid structure is directly selected as the set of
basis trajectories with nonzero reconstruction coefficients.
There may be some outlying trajectories in the set for a local rigid structure. Nevertheless, because the coefficients
of these outlying trajectories are usually very small, we
can ease the problem by discarding trajectories with small
coefficients or defining the reconstruction coefficients as
weights to the basis trajectories.

5. estimate the depths of the points on yI and Φ by minimizing the Euclidian distance between yI and ŷI , as well as
that between each column of Φ and Φ̂ by,
λf = x̂Tf xf /xTf xf ,

(19)

where x̂f ∈ R3 and xf ∈ R3 are the corresponding entries
in ŷI , Φ̂ and yI , Φ;
6. iteratively normalize existing entries in the columns
and rows of the depths matrix to be 1 as suggested by [9];
7. iterate steps 1-6 until the distance between yI , Φ and
ŷI , Φ̂ is below a threshold.
After obtaining the depths, the missing entries of y are
recovered by yI¯ = ÛI¯(ÛIT ÛI )−1 ÛIT yI .

5. Experiments
The proposed algorithm uses homogeneous coordinates
to form the trajectory matrix as well as to calculate the time
shift. As suggested in [8, 9], we normalize the coordinates
as a preprocessing step. In the following of this section we
demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm on
both synthetic data and real video sequences.

5.1. Quantitative Evaluation on Synthetic Data

4.1. Depths Estimation and Trajectory Recovering

We first evaluate our algorithm on synthetic data of a
local-rigid scene. The synthetic scene has three rigid bodies. Initial 3D points are uniformly generated in a sphere
with center on the origin and radius 200. Then the 3 rigid
bodies are randomly rotated and translated at each frame.
Two perspective cameras, which initially locate in [-40,000,
-400] on the z-axis and x-axis, are also freely rotated and
translated with random values. We obtain the views by
projecting the points onto images with 400 × 400 pixels.
And zero-mean Gaussian noises with standard deviation
σ ∈ [0, 1] are added to the obtained 2-D points. We generate totally 1200 3D points, and 240 ones are in both two
views while the others appear in only one view. A half of
the “non-alone” ones are initially matched.
The performance on full non-outlying data is measured
by matching correct rates (MCR) and recovering accuracies (RA). We compare our algorithm with the spatial
matching method presented in [29]. Since the method in
[29] is designed under affine camera model and can only
find the existing matches for complete data, we only compare the method with our without-refining algorithm using
MCR curves. In our algorithm, for each recovered compound trajectory visible in one video, we search the nearest

For a to-be-reconstructed compound trajectory, after obtaining its local rigid structure, we can use rigid-scene based
depths estimation methods to recover the relative depths.
As in [9][15], we achieve the goal by alternating between
the estimation of structure-and-motion and the estimation
of depths using the subspace constraints. The main differences from the previous methods are: 1) we use weighted
trajectories for matrix factorization and non-weighted trajectories for depths estimation; 2) the to-be-reconstructed
incomplete compound trajectory is also introduced into the
iteration step.
For a compound trajectory y, denote its existing entries
indexed by I. The basis trajectories with nonzero reconstruction coefficients a∗ compose a data matrix Φ. The
depths estimation algorithm is as follows:
1.
construct weighted data matrix as, Φ∗ =
∗
[α1 Φ1 . . . αn∗ Φn ], where a∗ = [α1∗ . . . αn∗ ] and Φ =
[Φ1 . . . Φn ];
2. calculate the rank 4 approximation of Φ∗ to get Φ̂∗
as, Φ̂∗ = Û Σ̂V̂ T = U (:, 1 : 4)Σ(1 : 4, 1 : 4)V (:, 1 : 4)T ,
where U , Σ and V are the SVD factorization of Φ∗ ;
3. obtain the non-weighted rank 4 data matrix as Φ̂ =
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one visible in the other video and label the two trajectories as a match candidate. In [29], given initial matches, it
searches the pair which adds a minimal residual to the matrix constructed by initial matches as a match candidate. For
both methods, we select a set of 120 candidates with minimal Euclidian distances or residual as the ultimate matches,
and MCR is the proportion of the correct matches in the set.
We also compare our local refining method with the
global refining method. The RA, which represents the average coordinates error, is used to measure their performances. The global refining method is executed under different motion segmentation error rates between [3%,10%],
which is generated by randomly selecting the wrongly labeled trajectories as well as their wrong labels.
For trajectories with missing entries, we use RA curves
for evaluation. And outlier detection rate (ODR), which is
measured by the proportion of correct ones in the detected
outliers, is adopted for outliers detection experiments. We
generate the outlying trajectories by choosing a random initial point in the first frame, and then performing a random
walk through the following frames. Each increment is generated by taking the difference between the coordinates of
a randomly chosen point in two randomly chosen consecutive frames. In this way the outlying trajectories will qualitatively have the same statistical properties as the other trajectories, but will not obey the subspace constraints.
For each noise level, we run 5 trials with different randomly generated noises; for each incomplete rate, 3 trials
are carried out with different randomly selected missing entry indexes; for each outlier detection experiment, we try 10
times; and for each segmentation error rate, it is 20. Figure
1 shows the evaluation curves of our algorithm compared
with other methods. In Figure 1(a), MCRs of the method
in [29] and our algorithm are presented. We can see that
when the degree of perspective effects is very high, or when
noises exist, our method (without refining) performs much
better than the method in [29]. Figure 1(b) shows the RAs
before and after perspective refining procedure versus object distance (which indicates the degree of perspective effect). The refining procedure is carried out either by our
local method or the global one. We can see, even with a
very low segmentation error rate, i.e. 3%, the global refining method hardly takes effect, while the local method
stably reduces RA in almost all the cases.
Figure 2 shows the performance of the proposed method
on data with missing entries or outliers. Figure 2(a) presents
the RAs versus object distance under 30% and 70% missing
entries. We can see that our algorithm recovers the missing entries with a small coordinate error and more missing entries does not necessarily lead to performance reduction. This is possibly because the 30% existing entries can
provide enough information to determine the relationships
among the trajectories. Figure 2(b) are the ODR curves

with 240 outliers. The figure illustrates that our method can
reach the detection rate with about 95% even in the worst
case.
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Figure 1. The evaluation curves of our method compared with
other methods. (a): the MCR curves of our without-refining
method and the method in [29]; (b) the RA curves of our local
refining method and the global one with different segmentation
error rates.
100
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Figure 2. The evaluation curves of our method with incomplete or
outlying data. (a): the RA curves for incomplete data; (b): the
ODR curves for data with outliers.

5.2. Qualitative Evaluation on Real Video Sequences
We test the performance of our algorithm on two real
scenes called rotatingbooks and deformablepaper. The rotatingbooks scene contains three rigid motions, two caused
by two persons rotating books independently and the rest by
the static background. The deformablepaper scene approximately obeys local rigidity assumption. The neighborhood
area of each trajectory can be approximately regarded as a
rigid structure. The two scenes are both recorded by two
independent hand-held cameras from different viewpoints.
For each pair of videos, we get the trajectories and initial matches by the method presented in Section 3.4. In
each video, we only maintain features tracked successfully
through more than 20 frames. Figure 3 illustrates the “incompleteness” of compound trajectories for rotatingbooks,
of which the black area indicates the missing entries.
The initial matches are then used to recover correspondences between all trajectories from two videos. Table 1
gives the details about videos and the recovered temporal
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Figure 3. Existing entries of the compound matrix obtained from
the rotatingbooks scene.
Sequence
Num of points on left video
Num of points on right video
Num of frames on left video
Num of frames on right video
Initial matches
Temporal shift (frame)

rotatingbooks.
869
869
90
103
93
-29.02

deformablepaper
851
874
95
101
213
-4.22

D

Table 1. Details about videos and the recovered temporal shifts.

shifts. Figure 4 shows the spatial matching results of the
two scenes by our method. Notice that in order to show the
matches more clearly, we only draw 100 randomly selected
recovered correspondences in Figure 4(c)(f).
The results illustrate that the proposed algorithm can
find the existing matches as well as recover quantities of
matches which are originally nonexistent from different
videos of the same scene. To qualitatively compare the local refining method with global one, we show an instance
in Figure 5. We use the deformablepaper scene for the purpose, of which each trajectory and its neighbors approximately lie on a rigid structure. Global method tends to find
exact multiple segments. See Figure 5(a) for an example.
It groups the trajectories into 4 rigid segments using the
method in [6]. Trajectories near the centers of segments
benefit from the segmentation result since the segment can
be an approximation to their optimal local rigid structures.
While for trajectories near the boundaries, it becomes a disaster. See the red-rectangle point in Figure 5(a). It is near
the boundary of black and green groups. However, neither
of the two groups can well represent its local structure. And
after executing a depths estimation procedure on the black
area, the corresponding point is wrongly recovered as the
blue-rectangle points on the right image.
The local refining method can avoid this problem. By
using local refining method, almost all of the trajectories
locate near the center of the estimated local rigid structure,
which are illustrated as Figure 5(b). Green circles represent the local rigid structure for the red-rectangle point, and
the larger the circle, the more important the trajectory is
for spanning the structure. Using this local rigid structure,
its corresponding trajectory is correctly recovered (see the
blue-rectangle on the right image).

E

Figure 5. An instance for global refining method and our local
refining method on deformablepaper scene. (a): the matching recovering result (blue-rectangle point) for the red-rectangle point
using global refining method. “+” markers with different colors
indicate different segments. (b): the matching recovering result of
the red-rectangle point using our local refining method. The size
of green “o” markers indicates the weight of the points contributing to the local rigid structure.

the compound trajectories jointed by the matches from a local rigid structure lie on a low dimensional linear subspace.
We tackled the matching problem by first casting it into an
element recovering problem and then using sparse representation and `1 regularization techniques for the recovering
procedure. We showed that the coefficients of sparse representation can be exploited to determine the local structure
of each trajectory, which are further used for perspective refining. We analyzed our local refining method as well as the
traditional global one and concluded that the local refining
strategy can be used in more general cases as well as can
ease the coupling problem which troubles global method.
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